Tufin Technology Alliance Partner (TAP) Program

The Tufin Technology Alliance Partner (TAP) program is an ecosystem of technology partners that are aligned with Tufin’s commitment to orchestrating
security policy across heterogeneous networks and the hybrid cloud. The goal of the program is to develop certified partnerships with innovative security
vendors who will integrate with Tufin APIs to expand our common use cases.
The Tufin TAP program brings together leading technologies to implement best-in-class solutions, while enabling customers to maximize the value of
their existing technology investments.

Benefits of the Tufin TAP Program:
• Eliminate the complexity associated with manually orchestrating security policy between disparate technologies.
• Leverage Tufin APIs and TAP support team for ease of integration.
• Participate in marketing programs that promote the joint value proposition of the Tufin integrated solution.
• Ability to engage with the Tufin sales team to map joint selling opportunites.
• Extend customer value through seamless, certified integrations.
• Provide opportunities to widen solution footprint across organizations.

Tufin TAP Program Certification:

**Program Participation by invitation only

Integration built to the Tufin REST APIs by technology partner

Integration built to the Tufin REST API’s by technology partner

Integrations certified by both Tufin and technology partner

Integrations certified by both Tufin and technology partner

Joint go-to-market engagements

With a collaborative go-to-market approach, the Tufin TAP program facilitates new partnerships that mutually benefit our joint customers. From kick-off
through execution, we work collectively to drive demand for our combined solutions. Together, TAP partners and Tufin will meet our customers’ need
to balance security and business agility.

About Tufin
Tufin® is the leader in Network Security Policy Orchestration, serving more than half of the top 50 companies in the Forbes Global 2000. Tufin simplifies
management of some of the largest, most complex networks in the world, consisting of thousands of firewall and network devices and emerging hybrid cloud
infrastructures. Enterprises select the award-winning Tufin Orchestration Suite™ to increase agility in the face of ever-changing business demands while
maintaining a robust security posture. Tufin reduces the attack surface and meets the need for greater visibility into secure and reliable application connectivity.
Its network security automation enables enterprises to implement changes in minutes with proactive risk analysis and continuous policy compliance. Tufin
serves over 2,000 customers spanning all industries and geographies; its products and technologies are patent-protected in the U.S. and other countries.
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